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you help me?....�He has always had a clearly defined and quite obviously coherent
position, he will be more ready than most people for the decisions and he is not driven by

short-term electoral pressures," said the Belgian diplomat, who has served as UN
ambassador since 2012 and who met him when he was prime minister. On Monday, Mr

Karzai suggested that a decision would be made soon, and said the choice of a successor
would help to show international communities he was in control of the country. "Now

there will be elections. The establishment of an electoral system will help to show that we
have control over the country," he said, according to the AFP. He said he was speaking to
all of Afghanistan’s leading figures, including the foreign minister, and had asked his two

brothers – who are presidential hopefuls – to “end their negotiations”. The leadership
question will be one of the most pressing for Afghanistan since the overthrow of the

Taliban in 2001 – and one of the most confusing. The analysts are divided as to whether
Hamid Karzai will stand aside entirely. One said that would be “the most likely scenario”

for him to lose influence after 30 years in power, while another said it was unlikely he
would want to risk an electoral setback, with a third saying he would be minded to press

on regardless. His son Zalmai said Karzai had been assured he would not stand in the
election – which may be at least a short-term answer to his brother’s claims – though
another son, Ahmad, said no such talks had taken place. Zalmai Karzai described the

saga over his father’s presidency as a “complete mess” on Tuesday, saying that while he
had his own view on the matter, he would “leave it to Afghans to decide”. While Karzai is

keen to force through his choice before the 31 October presidential poll, the Taliban,
seeking to recapture territory they lost to the government in the wake of their ousting in
late 2001, are a potential obstacle, with reports that senior members of the organisation

have met to discuss the issue.The present invention generally relates to air pressure
control for internal
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